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ABSTRACT

In the language of cryptocurrency, a block is a record of new transactions that could mean the location of cryptocurrency, or medical data, or even voting records. Once each block is completed it’s added to the chain, creating a chain of blocks: a blockchain. Because cryptocurrencies are encrypted, processing any transactions means solving complicated math problems using specified algorithm like SHA256 and Scrypt. People who solve these equations are rewarded with cryptocurrency in a process called mining. In this study the authors will find out the comparison of SHA256 and Scrypt to work on the blockchain.

To find out the comparison between SHA256 and Scrypt the author will do some test, test given to both algorithm on some Test System to observe which algorithm that has highest probability in finding new block.

The results of the tests done in this paper show that Scrypt is much slower to hash than SHA256 but the Scrypt algorithm has greater chance to found a new block.

Keywords: SHA256, Scrypt, Proof-of-Work, Blockchain, Comparison
PREFACE

This research compares the probability of finding new block between SHA256 Algorithm and Scrypt Algorithm consisting of six chapters. The first chapter is about backgrounds that compare SHA256 and Scrypt in general, the second chapter contains about research references like proceedings electronic publications and documentations, the third chapter will explain the Methodology in general such as the platform used, the experiments to be tested and the observed sections to collect the data, the fourth chapter will describe the test system and the program that will be used to observe, in the fifth chapter contains the results of experiments that have been done and the last sixth chapter contains the results of the conclusions of this research.
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